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We study the formation of lenses of the ocean's intermediate water using a 2.5-layer {3plane primitive equation model with localized injection of water mass. For the injecting
rate of 1.0 Sv, we have observed that strong vortices are shed regularly. These vortices
propagate westward much faster than the second baroclinic long Rossby wave. They are
totally isolated from each other and show strong baroc1inicity as well. Moreover, they
remain stable over a sufficiently long period of time. Regular formation of such strong
vortices in the intermediate layer has not been reported previously. The translation speed
is explained using the Euler's momentum integral theorem for the nonlinear baroc1inic
vortex on the {3-plane. We have demonstrated that coupling between the primary motion
in the intermediate layer and the secondary motion in the upper layer with a meridion
al shift is crucial to the fast westward translation of the intense vortices. A simple
dispersion formula relating the zonal translation speed with the vortex radius is also
derived under the assumption of quasi-geostrophy. It has turned out that the analytic
al relation explains the numerical results surprisingly well despite the limitation of its
derivation.
Keywords: Lens formation; intense coherent vortex; North Pacific Intermediate Water;
planetary geostrophic dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

The North Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW) is a less saline water
mass subducted from the surface layer mostly by winter cooling in the
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subarctic western North Pacific (Talley et aI., 1995; Yasuda et aI.,
1996). Since the NPIW is relatively rich in fresh water, it only reaches
an intermediate depth of about 1000 m and spreads out over a wide
area in the North Pacific as a major player of the active intermedi
ate depth circulation. Actually, the NPIW originates in the north
western part of the North Pacific and spreads along the 26.8 fJ()
density surface with a salinity minimum as far as looN (Talley,
1988, 1991). Since the water mass survives for around several de
cades, it may cause decadal/interdecadal climate variation after a
long journey to the tropics by releasing its long memory of ocean
atmosphere mixing processes. Watanabe et al. (1994), based on the
analysis of CFC (chlorofluorocarbon) distributions, estimated the
time for the NPIW to travel from the subarctic zone to lOON at a
round 3n:'�:years. The formation rate was suggested to be approxi
mately 24'Sv (Watanabe et aI., 1997). In addition, the NPIW has
drawn attention recently as one of missing sinks of carbon dioxide
(Tsunogai et aI., 1993).
Interestingly, submesoscale strong lenses are often observed in
the area where the intermediate water is formed. Maximenko and
Yamagata (1995), using moored buoy data of the Megapolygon-87
experiment, reported existence of a lens-shape anticyclonic vortex
with a diameter of 40 km at 1200 m depth in the Kuroshio-Oyashio
confluent zone at 39°N, 156°E. The rotation rate near the core of
the vortex was found to be about 0.5f, where /denotes the Coriolis
parameter. The vortex is classified into submesoscale, coherent vor
tices (SCVs) in general (McWilliams, 1985). Maximenko et al. (1997)
have recently reported the evidence suggesting that those lenses are
formed by frontal convection of cold, less saline water in the sub
arctic western North Pacific.
Such lenses, saline or less saline, with intense rotation in the inter
mediate layer are ubiquitous in the world oceans. For example, the
Meddies in the Atlantic, which originate in the Mediterranean
Sea are well-known (Armi and Zenk, 1984). Richardson et al. (1989)
tracked Meddies for two years; those lenses were approximately
100km in diameter, 800 m in thickness, and 0.2/in rotation rate. The
Reddies (Red Sea Eddies) and Peddies (Persian Gulf Eddies) are also
reported (ef Shapiro and Meschanov, 1991). The ubiquity suggests
existence of robust nonlinear dynamics regarding the formation of
those isolated intense mesoscale vortices at the intermediate depth.
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In this study, the dynamics related to the formation of those
intermediate water lenses will be discussed in detail using an idea
lized model with a constant localized source of the intermediate wa
ter mass from the viewpoint of geophysical fluid dynamics. In this
sense, the present work is along the line of Davey and Killworth
(1989) and Yamagata et al. (1990). However, the former authors
adopted the 1.5-layer model and missed the important dynamics
arising from interaction among different layers. The latter authors
addressed their attention more or less to formation of coherent vor
tices within limited dynamical regimes. Our results are also relevant to
laboratory experiments on coherent vortices produced by a source
or sink of fluid mass on a sloping bottom. In particular, Whitehead
et al. (1990) discussed two-layer baroc1inic vortices and examined theo
retical constraints based on the Euler's momentum integral theorem.
Zatsepin and Didkovskii (1996) demonstrated periodic formation of
barotropic vortices and suggested a simple shedding mechanism de
termined by the forcing rate and drift velocity. Cenedese and Linden
(1999) adopted a continuous source or sink of mass in a two-layer
rotating fluid with a sloping bottom. They have found that the
vortex shedding occurs at higher flow rates. The overall limitation of
laboratory experiments, however, is the difficulty of realizing the
planetary j3-effect in a layered model. Therefore we adopt a numeri
cal method to study the vortex formation in the present study.
In Section 2, we formulate the problem as simply as possible using a
2.5-layer primitive equation model. Numerical results with a localized
buoyancy forcing are shown in Section 3, in which three distinct dy
namical regimes are described. In particular, a successive formation
of anticyclonic lenses propagating westward is shown for the first time
in a strongly nonlinear regime. In Section 4, we suggest usefulness of
the concept of the beta spiral to explain the simulation results. The fast
migration speed of the strongly nonlinear vortex is explained using a
steady nonlinear solution for the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity
equation. Section 5 is devoted to summary and discussion.
2. FORMULATION

In order to capture basic features of anticyclonic lens formation at
the intermediate depth level, we adopt a 2.5-layer primitive equation
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model with active upper and intermediate layers (Fig. 1). The inter
mediate layer is kept thin in order to mimic the lens structure
as much as possible. A ,B-plane is used to simulate variation of the
effective rotation rate with latitude. This will turn out to be the sim
plest model allowing formation of lenses in the intermediate layer.
Since our main purpose is to examine how the intermediate lenses
form after surface water is introduced· into the intermediate layer,
we need to mimic the subduction process in a simple way. Therefore we
assume a localized source of water mass in the intermediate
layer. This has enabled us to skip the subduction process and to fo
cus our attention on the subsequent evolution of the subducted
water mass. The layer model introduces density jumps between neigh
boring layers, yielding reduced gravity accelerations: gum =g(Pm - Pu)/
Pm and gml=g(PI- Pm)/Pm, where subscripts (u,m,l) denote upper,
intermediate(middle) and lower layer, respectively. Adopting the in
jection of mass Q in the continuity equation of the intermediate layer,
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FIGURE I

Schematic picture of the 2.5-layer model with a localized source of mass.
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we can write governing equations as
DuU
A A
+
(3y)Z X uU = -gumVhU - gmlV(hU + hm) ,
Dt (!O +
a U
U
t + V. (u hU) = 0,

;

(2.1)
(2.2)

QA
Dum
A A
+ (!o + (3y)z X um = -gmIV(hU + h. m ) - Um ,
hm
Dt

(2.3)

a;; + V. (umhm) = Q,

(2.4)

where ui = (ui, Vi ), (i = u, m) are horizontal components of velo
citY'in each layer and hi are layer thicknesses. The other notations
are conventional: the Coriolis parameter 1=10 + {3y on a {3-plane,
the Lagrangian derivative DjDt = ajat + ui. V together with the hori
zontal gradient operator V = (ajax, ajay).
The last term in (2.3) is necessary to be consistent in the momentum
balance throughout injection; it is neglected in Davey and Killworth
(1989) in their 1.5-layer model. It has turned out, however, that the
result is not sensitive to the existence of this correction term. We as
sume a localized source of mass as follows by use of a Gaussian form
with amplitude A and radius R/:

[ 4(x2R; rl l

Q = A exp -

(2.5)

Hence the injection rate I is related with the injection amplitude A and
the radius R/ as follows
I

=

J QdS = 27rA f exp[ - � 1 rdr = � ARf·

Our idealized ocean has two internal deformation radii R±, where
subscripts + and - denote first and second baroc1inic mode respec
tively. Those are given by
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where

and Hi, (i=u,m) are the undisturbed layer thicknesses. If the upper
layer thickness becomes infinity, the second baroclinic radius R_ is
reduced to the deformation radius Rd [= (F2 + F3)-1/2] of an equiva
lent barotropic model with only an intermediate layer in motion.
Since the intermediate layer is assumed to be thin, the inequality
H » Hm is always satisfied as illustrated in Figure 1. Therefore
Rd and R_ are very much alike.
Using Rd instead of R_ as the horizontal length scale and l ifo as the
timescale, we nondimensionalize variables as follows

u

i
- HmJO
* +*Q ,
- R*dJO
+*UA'i hi* - R*x
t* - (1/'+*
d' ui* - Hi*h ' Q* JO )'t x* -

-

where dimensional variables are denoted with an asterisk. Note that
both hU and hm are normalized independently to make the undisturbed
thickness unity. Introducing Kronecker's delta 8ij' we obtain nondi
mensionalized equations:

A

-i

Du

lli

+

A A
( 1 + {3y )z Xui = -Vpi - 8·

Q

Am

(2.7)

-u
��
,

(2.8)
where i, (i=u, m) are the hydrostatic pressure anomalies given by

( �) (8h" + hm),

p" = (1 + 'Y)8h" + 1 +

( �) (8h"

pm = 1 +

+

hm),
(2.9)

and three nondimensional parameters are defined by

(3

=

R� *
(3
fo '

H:
8= * .
H
m

(2.10)
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We introduce the potential vorticity qi in each layer for the future
convenience as follows
(2.11)
where (i z. V X ui denote the relative vorticity. Furthermore, we
introduce vertical modes defined as
=

(2.12)
where T± are given by
(2.13)
From (2.9) we have the relation
(2.14)

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
3.1. Model Description

We assume the following dimensional values on the basis of ob
servations in the mid-latitude region of the North Pacific:
H:
p:

=

=

1000 m, H� = 300 m,
25.2 (J"e,

p�

=

26.7

(J"e,

p�

=

27.4 (J"e,

where p:n, expressed using the sigma-theta here, corresponds to the
typical density of the NPIW. With the above stratification as well as
the planetary parameters evaluated at 30oN, the two relevant internal
deformation radii are given by
R�

=

63.8 km, R:'

=

15.8 km,

(where R�

=

16.0 km),

(3.1)
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or

R+ = 3.98,

R_

=

0.984,

(where Rd

=

1 as defined),

(3.2)

without dimension. Since R'd is adopted as a lateral length scale, the (3parameter is given by 4.3 x 10-3. We note that the long Rossby wave
speed for the second baroclinic mode (given by - (3R�) is almost the
same with the equivalent barotropic mode (given by - (3R�) in the pre
sent situation. This is because the upper layer is much thicker than the
intermediate layer.
Numerical integration of (2.7)-(2.8) is carried out using a finite
difference scheme based on Arakawa and Lamb (1981). The domain
is given by 150 Rd x 50 Rd (about 2400 km x 800 km) in the x and
y directions with grid spacing of 1.25 Rd. The model is periodic
in the x direction; sponge layers (of which width is 3.75 Rd) are in
troduced near the northern and southern walls to erase unnecessary
wave reflection. The conventional biharmonic viscosity is adopted to
guarantee numerical stability. The model is integrated for 1000 days
from the initial condition of no motion (i.e., hi 1 and fi = 0, for
i = u, m) keeping a constant injection rate J* ranging from 1.0 x 10-2
Sv to 1.0 Sv, where the injection radius R[ is fixed at 3.0 Rd'
Hereafter, we will refer to the injection rate J* [Sv] (the integral
time t* [day]) in a dimensional manner, because it enable us to com
pare our results directly with observations. We note here that J* =
1.0 Sv (t* 1000 day) corresponds to J 0.179 (t 271' X 103) in a non
dimensional form.
=

=

3.2.

=

=

Three Regimes on a fJ-plane

It has turned out that the oceanic response is classified into three
categories based on the injection rate J*(Sv). Those are the Rossby
wave regime (for J* < 5.0 X 10-2 Sv), the weakly nonlinear regime
( for 5.0 x 10-2 Sv < J* < 8.0 X 10-2 Sv) and the strongly nonlin
ear regime ( for J* > 8.0 X 10-2 Sv) as summarized in Table I. One
of clear differences between the Rossby wave regime and the weak
ly nonlinear regime is the vortex shedding. In transition from the
weakly nonlinear regime to strongly nonlinear regime, the west
ward migration speed of eddies increases dramatically and the
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TABLE I Summary of numerical results in typical three regimes. Minimum value of hU,
maximum value of the hm, and minimum values of the C and ( m at day 1000 are shown
for 1* 1.0 X 10-2 Sv, 5.6 X 10-2 Sv and 1.0 Sv. OU and Om denote rotation rates, i.e.,
Rossby number near the center of vortices in the upper and middle layer, respectively.
=

I*(Sv)
1.0
5.6
1.0

X
x

10-2
10-2

hUlmin

hmlmax

0.99
0.97
0.90

1. 10
1.37
2.72

(Ulmin (

=

20u)

-0.00 12
-0.022
-0.068

(mlmin(

=

20m)

-0.027
-0.083
-0. 19

upper layer potential vorticity qU shows closed contours, suggesting
strong coupling between the first and second baroclinic modes.
3.2.1. Rossby Wave Regime (I* � 5.0 X 10-2 Sv)

When the injection rate is sufficiently small, the response is essen
tially wavelike (Fig. 2). The X- T diagram for the evolution of
the intermediate layer thickness hm shows clearly that linear long
Rossby waves are excited as expected. The injected water actually
spreads to the west with its front traveling westwards almost exactly
at the second baroclinic long Rossby wave speed -(3R� (Figs. 2a, b).
The upper layer potential vorticity qU is dominated by the undis
turbed value 1 + (3y (Fig. 2c) as expected from the weak modula
tion of the interface (Fig. 2d). This is consistent with Figure 3, in
which the first baroclinic component is more dispersed away than
the second baroclinic component. The above suggests that con
ventional linear QG potential vorticity dynamics subject to vertical
modal decomposition works well in this regime (Longuet-Higgins,
1965; Davey and Killworth, 1989).
3.2.2. Weakly Nonlinear Regime
(5.0 x 10-2 Sv � [* � 8.0 X 10-2 Sv)

Increasing the injection rate leads to shedding of weakly nonlinear
vortices (Fig. 4). The qm-field shows closed contours clearly. How
ever, those vortices are not fully isolated each other; they are attach
ed to neighboring vortices (Fig. 4b). Although the qU-field does not
show closed contours, a region of uniform potential vorticity appears
just above the vortex in the intermediate layer (Fig. 4c). Figure 5
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(a) X-T diagram for hm
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cond) baroc1inic mode (1,7"+)/1(1,7"+)1 [or (1,7"-)II(1,L)I]. The normal basis are cal
culated at every grid point using the ratio of the upper and intermediate layer
thickness 8( hU* 1hm*).
=

=

shows the disappearance of pure second baroclinic waves, although
contribution from the second baroclinic component is still dominant.
The vortices which are composed of coupled vertical modes travel
westward faster than the second baroclinic long Rossby wave, but
slower than the first baroclinic long Rossby wave (Fig. 4a).
Evolution of the potential vorticity field in the intermediate layer is
shown in Figure 6, which demonstrates how weakly nonlinear vortices
are shed. The injected water initially spreads around the source and then
forms anticyclones successively. Nonlinearity due to the increase of hm,
together with the weak coupling between the first baroclinic mode and
the second baroclinic mode, enables the vortex to travel westward faster
than the second baroclinic linear long Rossby wave (ef Yamagata,
1982). As the eddy moves farther away from the source region, the
forcing again starts generating low qm, forming another vortex.
3.2.3. Strongly Nonlinear Regime (J* � 8.0 X 10-2 Sv)

When the injection rate J* is increased up to 1.0 Sv, anticyclonic
lenses with large amplitude are shed regularly (Fig. 7, see also Tab.
I). Those lenses travel westward with a speed several times faster
than the second baroclinic long Rossby wave speed (Fig. 7a). The
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(a) X-T diagram for hm
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FIGURE 4 Same as Figure 2 except for I*
both (a) and (b), and 0.03 for (c).

=

5.6 X 10-2 Sv. Contour interval is 0.06 for

rotation rates near the core in both layers are almost comparable, this
strong spin in the upper layer creates the closed qU-contours above
those in the intermediate layer (Figs. 7b, c). The time evolution of
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As in Figure 3 except for I*

=

5.6

X

10-2 Sv.

lenses shown in Figure 8 demonstrates the following characteristics:
(i) lenses are almost axis-symmetric and separated each other; (ii)
they propagate much faster than vortices in the weakly nonlinear re
gime; (iii) the radius of lenses is much larger than that in the weakly
nonlinear regime.
As shown in Figure 9, the first baroclinic component is strength
ened compared with that in Figure 5. This contribution mostly
comes from the vortex interior. It is also associated with negative
(U arising from the larger modulation of the interface with qU con
serving its initial value. The first baroclinic component is thus al
most frozen inside the vortex and cannot be dispersed away as free
first baroclinic Rossby waves. We note, however, clear presence of
dots along the abscissa around origin in Figure 9. Although this
shows the existence of radiation of first baroclinic Rossby waves;
those radiative waves, mostly associated with positive anomalies of
hU, are actually found north of the subsequently generated vortices
rather than the westernmost vortex generated initially (Fig. 7c).

4. TRANSLATION SPEED OF LENSES
IN THE INTERMEDIATE LAYER

4.1. Euler's Momentum Integral Theorem

In Figure 10, we have plotted the observed translation speed as a
function of the injection rate ]*. The speed is almost constant in the
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FIGURE 6 Evolution of the potential vorticity in the intermediate layer for I*
5.6 X 10-2 Sv. Time interval is 120 days. Contour interval is 0.06.

=

Rossby wave regime as is expected from the linear theory. It increases
dramatically within the nonlinear regime. In particular, the translation
speed in the strongly nonlinear regime is several times larger than the
second baroc1inic long Rossby wave speed -f3R� (which is about unity
in the ordinate of Fig. 10).
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In this subsection, using the Euler's momentum integral theo
rem, we study more details on the translation speed of the isolated
baroclinic vortices. The theorem itself has a long history in fluid

FIGURE 8 Evolution of the potential vorticity in the intennediate layer for 1* =
1.0 Sv. Time interval is 60 days. Contour interval is 0.12.

dynamics. However, it was introduced by Nof (1981) and Killworth
(1983) in geophysical fluid dynamics in order to derive a transla
tion speed for equivalent barotropic vortices. Then Nof (1985) and
Cushman-Roisin et al. (1990) applied the theorem to baroclinic
vortices.
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If the volume anomaly of the intermediate layer is given by M, the
center X = [X, Y] of the intermediate lens is defined by

where the integral area covers all anomalous field of hm. In order to
high-light the difference between the 1.5-layer model and the present
2.5-layer model, we first review the solution for the translation speed
in the 1.5-layer model. The limit of no motion in the upper layer in
the present model corresponds to the 1.5-layer model; assuming
Vpu 0 in (2.9) leads to Vpm Vhm. Using the same manner as in
Killworth (1983), we obtain the translation speed for the 1.5-layer
vortex with radial symmetry as follows,
=

=

Xt = -{3Eo/Mo ,

(4.1)

Yt = O,

(4.2)

where the subscript 0 denotes the leading order of {3. The quantity Eo
in the above expression is a surface integral
(4.3)
where Vo denotes azimuthal velocity. In the l.5-layer model, Eo is
simply reduced to the sum of the nondimensional volume anomaly,
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net kinetic energy and net available potential energy:
Eo

=

Mo + 27r

J � [hi)Vo2 + (hi) - 1)2]rdr.

(4.4)

If both total energy and volume anomaly are conserved, the zonal
translation speed is constant. Since the azimuthal velocity Vo is direct
ly related to h'O according to the cyclostrophic balance: ho,. Vo+
V02/r, we can calculate the translation speed once either Vo or h'O
is known. We note that the O({3) field has no contribution to the
translation speed in a 1.5-layer model. We have completely neglected
the contribution from inertial oscillations. It is easy to see that anti
cyclones travel westward faster than the equivalent barotropic long
Rossby wave because of the inequality Eo > M0 > 0 (cf Yamagata,
1982; Matsuura and Yamagata, 1982). For cyclones, however, the
translation speed lies within the subcritical range ( - (3 < Xt < 0) be
cause M0 is negative.
Applying a similar method to the 2.5-layer model leads to a for
mula for more general baroclinic vortices; readers are referred to
Cushman-Roisin et al. (1990) in this context. The major difference
from (4.1) and (4.2) is that the 2.5-layer version contains additional
=
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terms as follows
x,

=

( �)6W"/Mo,
(1 +�)6WX/MO

-{iEo/Mo - 1 +
Y,

=
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(4.5)
(4.6)

The additional terms depend on the structure of the 0 ((3) field
if expanded as hi(r, (J) hb(r) + (3hHr) sin (J + ,ahi(r) cos (J, (i = u, m).
Those are given explicitly in the following:
=

!(hm - 1) �� dS
Wy !(hm 1) �� dS

wx

=

=

-

=

=

!
(37r ! (horh1- ho,hnrdr + 0 ((32).

(37r (horh1- hOrh�)rdr + 0((32) ,

(4.7)
(4.8)

Some qualitative analyses have been reported so far on the role
of the additional terms for the translation of the isolated barocli
nic vortex (Flierl, 1984; Nof, 1985; Killworth, 1986; Cushman-Roisin
et ai., 1990; Pakyari and Nycander, 1996). In particular, Nof (1985)
derived the following simple relation by assuming the exact cancela
tion between contributions from the upper and intermediate layers.
In other words, he assumed the existence of an isolated vortex coher
ent in both layers and derived
(4.9)
Yt=O.

(4.10)

The above relation is useful for clarifying the role of the additional
terms arising from interaction between the upper and the intermediate
layer. If it were not for interaction between the upper layer vortex and
the intermediate layer vortex, each vortex could translate separately
according to its own (3-term (i.e., the first term on the right-hand side
of (4.5)). Since the interaction allows vortices to move coherently, the
difference of each zonal translation speed must be mediated somehow
by a meridional pressure gradient force giving rise to an additional
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zonal flow. This explains the existence of the second term (so-called
tilting-term) of (4.5).
Another way to understand the tilting-term is to consider the per
turbation layer thickness arising from the (3-effect. A water column
on the closed streamline must be stretched (squeezed) in the north
ern (southern) half in order to conserve its potential vorticity. As a
result, both upper and intermediate layer vortex involves positive
(negative) anomaly of the layer thickness in the northern (southern)
half (hi, hI > 0, see Fig. 11). Taking into account that hOr > 0 and
ho,. < 0 in (4.8), we find that the meridional asymmetry of the per
turbation layer thickness always make WY positive, indicating addi
tional westward translation. In other words, the slight northward
increase of the upper layer thickness just above the intermediate vor
tex provides a kind of topographic (3-effect giving rise to additional
westward translation; we note from (4.8) that uniform meridional
gradient of the upper layer thickness may contribute an additional
constant value to the phase speed just like the topographic Rossby
wave (ef Nof, 1983).

(a)

SOUTH

NORTH

(b)

SOUTH

NORTH

FIGURE 11 Schematic picture of the layer thickness along the meridional section
crossing the center of the vortex; (a) upper layer and (b) intermediate layer. The solid line
depicts the layer thickness including 0(131) field. The dashed line shows the leading order
layer thickness of 13 for comparison.
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Figure 12 actually shows that the upper layer vortex lies slightly
south of the intermediate layer vortex, which confirms the meridion
al asymmetry of the perturbation layer thicknesses. This vertical tilt,
which is the origin of the tilting-term, is also consistent with the
general feature of baroc1inic flows on a ,a-plane, the so-called beta
spiral. This important concept for planetary stratified flows was ori
ginally introduced by Sudo (1965) and later developed by Stommel
and Schott (1977) to determine absolute geostrophic flows in the
ocean. This explains the tilting pattern quite well from the Lagran
gian perspective as illustrated in Figure 13. Let us consider, south
ward (northward) movement of a column in the intermediate layer
vortex, which must be associated with decrease (increase) of the inter
mediate layer thickness along its trajectory in order to conserve IIh.
Since the interface between the intermediate layer and the lower lay
er is kept at a constant depth along the trajectory, the interface
between the upper and the intermediate layer must slope downward
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FIGURE 12 Contours of hU and hm for the most western vortex in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 13 A schematic view of the beta spiral in the 2.5 layer vortex. Upper figure
illustrates streamlines in both upper and intermediate layers. Lower right (left) figure
shows vertical section along the eastern (western) half of the intermediate streamline, seen
from the outside of the vortex. Southward (northward) movement in the intermediate
layer must be associated with decrease (increase) of the intermediate layer thickness to
conserveflh in planetary geostrophic dynamics. As a result, the eastward (westward) flow
component appears in the upper layer, crossing the streamline in the intermediate layer.
Thus velocity vector spirals clockwise (anticlockwise) with increase of depth.

(upward ) in the direction of the column movement. This interface
slope is associated with the geostrophic eastward (westward) flow
component in the upper layer, crossing the streamline in the inter
mediate layer. Consequently, a baroclinic vortex on a f3-plane invol
ves inevitably vertical tilt in the meridional direction as shown in
Figure 13. The existence of anticyclones slightly shifted between upper
and intermediate layers, together with the negative anomaly of hU
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and the positive anomaly of hm, thus explains the tilting-term pro
viding the additional translation speed for the monopole in the in
termediate layer. The root cause of the additional term lies in the
baroclinicity of a planetary vortex.
Figure 10 compares the zonal translation speed estimated from the
experiments with the formula given by (4.5). We see that the theory
predicts the numerical results quite well. Contributions from the {3term and the additional tilting-term are also shown in the same fig
ure. We note that the contribution from the tilting-term becomes
comparable to that from the (3-term with increasing the injection rate.
This verifies that the upper layer movement significantly influences
the translation of the intermediate lens.
The origin of the meridional translation given by (4.6) is also un
derstood in a similar way. The existence of slight zonal shift of the
upper layer vortex may provide an additional meridional translation
speed of the intermediate layer vortex due to a kind of topographic (3effect. As seen in Figure 12, however, the zonal shift is quite small
in the present situation. This is reasonable because there is no reason
for generating the zonal shift in the structure of the O({3) field for an
axis-symmetric vortex in a baroclinic planetary fluid.
4.2. A Dispersion Relation

Here we discuss the translation of the isolated baroclinic vortex from
a viewpoint different from the Euler's momentum integral theorem.
We derive a dispersion relation, which relates the vortex radius to the
translation speed, using a steady nonlinear solution for the QG poten
tial vorticity equation. The present approach is partially similar to
the well-known Modon theory (cf FlierI et at., 1980).
The periphery of the vortex, where Rossby number is as small as
the {3-parameter, may be governed by the QG dynamics, although
the vortex interior needs another approximation due to the large am
plitude of layer thicknesses (see Fig. 7d). Thus, the outer field is
reasonably governed by
J[p

i
-

P

i

Ihu=hm=l

+

{3y, \72pi

c

(i

=

(hi

1) + {3y] = 0,
u, m and c
Xt!(3) .

-

-

=

(4.11 )
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Here we have also assumed the steady zonal translation of the vor
tex over a suitable time span. The QG potential vorticity equation is
reduced to
(4.12)
where F is an undetermined functional. The functional F can be deter
mined by considering a localized phenomenon as well as taking the
limit hi-'t1,(i=u,m) in the infinity. This yields F(y)=y/c. There
fore we obtain
(4.13)
If the variables are decomposed into the vertical normal modes
defined in (2.12), we obtain the following Bessel equation:
(4.14)
The equation is written more explicitly for the radially symmetric
case,
±

1 ±

Vrr +-;. Vr -

(

2

"'±

+

)

1
±
= 0,
r2 V

2 c+R;
- '
"'± = cR2
±

(4.15)

where h� is replaced by azimuthal velocity V±. Since our numeri
cal results show -Rt < c < -R�, we expect that the first baroc1i
+
nic mode consists of an oscillating solution such as V (r)=J1(",+r).
Therefore, we assume the structure near the periphery of the vortex
as

V+ = J1 (",+r)
V+ =0,

,

.

3.8) ,
(",+r :2: 3 8),
(",+r

<

(4.16)

where ",+r= 3.8 is the gravest zero point of J1(",+r). Thus we obtain a
dispersion relation, which relates the vortex radius R to the migration
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speed c, such as
R

=

3.8

(4.17)

It is rather amazing that the above simple dispersion relation
explains the numerical results quite well for a wide range of the in
jection rate, as displayed in Figure 14. On deriving the dispersion
relation, we have used the boundary condition allowing the velocity
discontinuity around the monopole vortex. This contrasts with the
traditional Modon theory in which the velocity continuity around the
boundary of the dipole is satisfied for the first azimuthal mode (cl
Stern, 1975).
As seen in Figure 7, we note the westernmost vortex has the smal
lest radius among the five vortices. The same is true for all cases in the
strongly nonlinear regime (not shown). Hence the disagreement be
tween the theory and the numerical results is mostly associated with
the vortices generated subsequently. In other words, the dispersion
relation (4.17) may involve an error for those subsequent vortices
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FIGURE 14 Relation between the westward translation speed and radius of vortices.
The open diamonds denote the relation derived from the experiments for 1*
0.10,0.13,0.18,0.24,0.32,0.42,0.56,0.75 and 1.0 Sv; we have selected only the western
most two vortices. The solid line denotes the theoretical dispersion relation given by
(4.17).
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which are associated with more complicated structure in the outer field
than the westernmost vortex generated initially (see Section 3.2.3.).

5.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The dynamics related to the formation of those intermediate wa
ter lenses has been discussed in detail in the present article from the
viewpoint of geophysical fluid dynamics. Numerical experiments with
idealized injection of intermediate water mass in the 2.5-layer ocean
model have shown three different regimes of dynamical response de
pending on the forcing magnitude.
The weak forcing generates linear long Rossby waves as expected.
Increasing the forcing leads to shedding of weakly nonlinear vortices
which propagate westward. When the injection rate is increased up
to 1.0 Sv, isolated lenses associated with strong anticyclonic circula
tion are shed successively. The lenses show strong baroclinicity and
travel westward several times faster than the second baroc1inic long
Rossby wave. Such formation of highly nonlinear vortices is very
different from the similar experiment of Davey and Killworth
(1989) using the 1.5-layer model with limited baroc1inicity and thus
demonstrates the existence of a new dynamical regime. For example,
in Figure 9 of Davey and Killworth (1989), the injection rate of 1=
0. 17 Sv (which corresponds to 1.26 x 10-3HR�f with H= 1000 m and
Rd 42.9 km) leads to shedding of weakly nonlinear eddies whose am
plitude is 1.043 H; they also report that further increase in forcing am
plitude yields a completely unsteady response. In contrast with this,
our experiment shows the successive formation of intense vortices simi
lar to lenses, whose amplitude is 2.72Hm when the injection rate is
1= 1.0 Sv (which corresponds to 0.179HmR �f with Hm=300 m and
Rd= 16.0 km).
The Euler's momentum integral theorem has revealed that the
fast westward translation is due to a kind of topographic j1-effect
associated with the induced upper-layer vortex. The meridional shift
of the induced vortex confirms this mechanism. Assuming quasi
geostrophy in the outer field, a simple dispersion relation determin
ing the translation speed as a function of the lens radius is derived.
It is found that the relation predicts the numerical results amazingly
well. This relation also indicates that the fast westward translation
=
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is associated with the first baroclinic component of the azimuthal
flow. It is important to note that the above properties are derived from
a general nature of baroclinic flow on a planetary /3-plane, whereas
baroclinic vortices generated on a sloping bottom in a rotating tank
must be classified into a different category.
We are successful in reproducing the ubiquitous lenses as observed
in the intermediate layer using a relatively simple model. However,
the shedding mechanism remains unanswered even if the fast transla
tion as well as the highly nonlinear advection may partly explain the
separation. The injection rate around 0.1-1.0 Sv has led to the suc
cessive formation of intense lenses in our results. This is consistent
with the observed range for the local convection, such as the volume
transport of Mediterranean outflow and the formation rate of the
NPIW. The core rotation rate of the vortices observed in our strong
ly nonlinear regime ranges from 0.05! to 0.1f, and the diameter is
from 130 km to 320 km. As shown in the introduction, however, the
SCVs observed in the real ocean show more nonlinear behavior com
pared to the vortices in the present work. We suggest that less nonlin
earity of our results may be due to relatively thick intermediate layer
( 300 m). If we allow the intermediate layer vanish in the outer field,
the theoretical constraint suggested by Pichevin and Nof (1997)
and Nof and Pichevin (1996) could be applicable in a more general
form. Further work is certainly needed to explore this interesting lens
formation.
=
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